
Simplify global device management. 
Global IoT Connectivity.

Streamline international operations with Global IoT Connectivity from Bell. Our 
offering includes local and worldwide network access, smart technology, and 
partnerships with other IoT carriers around the world. Through Bell, your business can 
manage IoT devices in multiple countries on a single IoT interface.

Global SIM is the technology that enables IoT connectivity when deploying and 
monitoring devices around the world. With Global IoT from Bell, devices enabled with 
Global SIM can be switched from the Bell network to one of our global network 
partners when crossing borders, allowing your business to remotely manage devices 
and maintain uninterrupted connection wherever they are.

Global SIM is useful for business applications:
Manufacturing connected products.
If your business exports to other countries, you can embed Global SIMs into your 
products. With connectivity as part of your offering, you can differentiate your 
product and launch it to market faster, and create new revenue streams. For example, 
some automotive companies embed Global SIMs in their cars to offer customers 
access to Wi-Fi wherever they travel.  

Managing devices internationally.
Global SIM provides multinational network access to track and monitor your assets 
wherever they are located. For example, a company with oil tanks in multiple 
countries can install SIMs onto tank monitoring devices to track fi ll levels, usage and 
temperature.

Key benefi ts 
Simplifi ed global asset deployment.
Connect your devices to international networks without the need to swap or activate 
separate SIM cards for use in other countries. 

One source for international connections.
Eliminate the costs associated with activating and managing relationships with 
multiple carriers. Setting up Global SIM with Bell allows you to easily manage your 
global device connections on one interface to reduce overhead costs. 

Single view of all connected devices and assets. 
Gain visibility into your entire network of IoT connected devices. Our web-based IoT 
platforms allow you to better manage provisioning, billing, and troubleshooting of all 
your global IoT devices with minimal effort. 

Localized customer support. 
Get better and faster customer support when you have operations abroad with the 
ability to contact local carriers for support, no matter where your assets and devices 
are travelling. 
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Why choose Bell for 
Global SIM?

Access to the largest community of 
IoT carriers. 

Through our alliances, you gain access to 
more than 50 carriers. Bell is a member 
of the Global M2M Association – 
international carriers at the forefront 
of launching global IoT services for 
enterprises. 

Best portfolio of IoT platforms. 

Bell is the only carrier in Canada to 
offer a choice of leading-edge global IoT 
platforms and global connectivity. 
Whichever platform technology your 
organization uses as part of its existing 
infrastructure, we have your 
business covered.

Customized solutions.

Our dedicated team of IoT specialists 
applies a consultative approach to 
designing, implementing and supporting 
the right solutions for your business.

Run your business better with IoT solutions from Bell. For more information about Global IoT 
Connectivity, visit bell.ca/IoT


